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Response to Comment Letter S2 
 

California Department of Fish and Wildlife 
February 12, 2018 

 
S2-1 This introductory comment recites the Department’s statutory authorities under CEQA 

and the Fish and Game Code. This comment identifies the Department as a Trustee 
Agency and a Responsible Agency under CEQA. This comment also discusses the 
Natural Community Conservation Planning program of the Department and states that 
the County is an active participant with current and under development conservation 
plans. The comment also correctly identifies the community planning areas within 
which the Project components are located.   

This comment further states the Project may result in “take” as defined by the 
California Endangered Species Act and applicable Fish and Game Code. The Proposed 
Project will not require the need for take under the California or Federal Endangered 
Species Act because it does not permit development. Development applications made 
subsequent to the approval or denial of the Proposed Project may or may not need take 
depending on the proposed development and the biological resources found on the 
particular site. Projects located within the MSCP County Subarea Plan would be able 
to obtain take from the County, consistent with the Biological Mitigation Ordinance. 
Projects located outside the County Subarea Plan would need to obtain take 
authorization from the Wildlife Agencies. This comment does not raise concerns 
regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, no further response is required.  

The Project does not involve proposals for, applications for, or approval of any 
development. The Project would only involve changes to General Plan land use 
designations, zoning regulations (when necessary for consistency with proposed land 
use designations on certain properties), and to Residential Policy 8 of the Valley Center 
Community Plan. The Project would not require subsequent approvals from CDFW in 
order for these types of changes to take effect and be finalized. The Project would not 
involve any of the potential examples given in the comment as rationale for CDFW 
being considered a Responsible Agency for the Project. Therefore, the County does not 
concur that CDFW would be considered a Responsible Agency under CEQA for this 
Project, as stated in the comment. 

S2-2 The comment correctly describes the main components of the Proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, 
no further response is required. 

S2-3 This comment correctly describes the general considerations taken into account with 
the development of the Draft Pre-Approved Mitigation Area (PAMA) of the Draft 
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MSCP North County Plan. This comment does not raise concerns regarding the 
adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, no further response is required. 

S2-4 This comment further describes the general considerations taken into account, and the 
general intent of stakeholders, when working toward the development of the Draft Pre-
Approved Mitigation Area (PAMA) of the Draft MSCP North County Plan. This 
comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, 
no further response is required. 

S2-5 The comment correctly describes the area intended for preservation in the approved 
MSCP County Subarea Plan and the currently inactive Draft MSCP East County Plan. 
This comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, 
therefore, no further response is required. 

S2-6 This comment refers to Section 2.3.4.6 of the Draft SEIR; the citation is in error as it 
does not exist. The citation is likely referring to Section 2.4.3.6, Issue 6: Habitat 
Conservation Plans and Natural Community Conservation Plans. While not a direct 
quote, the comment accurately repeats a statement made in the last paragraph on page 
2.4-18 of the Draft SEIR. This comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy 
of the Draft SEIR, therefore, no further response is required. 

S2-7  Given this comment refers to Section 2.4.3.6, rather than 2.3.4.6 which does not exist, 
this comment inaccurately rephrases the discussion in the Draft SEIR. The section 
discloses that “…some projects would be exempt from MSCP limitations, while others 
would need to meet certain criteria as negotiated by the County and the federal and 
State wildlife agencies for future project approvals.”  The comment asserts that projects 
exempt from the MSCP would be subject to negotiation. That is inaccurate. The Draft 
SEIR states that some projects are exempt from the MSCP, while others that are not 
exempt from the MSCP are subject to meeting certain criteria and that criteria is 
negotiated by the County and the Wildlife Agencies for processing future projects.  

Projects located within the approved County Subarea Plan are subject to the County’s 
Biological Mitigation Ordinance as well as other regulations. Projects located outside 
of the approved County Subarea Plan are not subject to the BMO, but rather, criteria 
that is currently under development, or negotiation, by the County and the Wildlife 
Agencies for the MSCP North County Plan.  The negotiation referred to is in relation 
to the MSCP North County as the Draft Plan is under development. Those criteria 
cannot be used for evaluating projects unless and until a MSCP North County Plan and 
its associated implementing ordinance(s) are adopted by the County Board of 
Supervisors, therefore the negotiation refers to ongoing discussions prior to the 
adoption of a North County Plan. There are no criteria to be negotiated for the MSCP 
County Subarea Plan (South County) as it is an adopted plan, the terms of which are 
not under discussion or negotiation by the County with the Wildlife Agencies.  

S2-8 This comment claims that the SEIR does not provide an analysis of the effects of how 
the proposed zoning changes could affect adopted and under development MSCP plans. 
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The County does not agree that an analysis was not provided; Section 2.4.3.6 of the 
Draft SEIR includes the guidelines for determining significance and the impact 
analysis. The Draft SEIR concludes that impacts would be less than significant 

  Also, the planning documents under development, e.g. the MSCP North and East 
County Plans, are unaffected by the proposed zoning changes as they are draft plans 
and as such have no force or effect on the discretionary review of project applications. 
The Planning Agreement between the County and the Wildlife Agencies does include 
provisions for the County to consider project approvals in the context of its potential to 
preclude the assembly of a preserve system in the MSCP North and East County 
planning areas. Those considerations are more appropriately evaluated during a 
development project approval process. As noted previously, there are no development 
applications or proposals associated with the Proposed Project. Future development 
projects would have to comply with the provisions of any adopted MSCP plan in place 
at the time of development application, regardless of General Plan land use designation 
or zoning.  

      The Proposed Project does not alter any provisions of the adopted MSCP County 
Subarea Plan (South County) or the implementing documents, therefore projects 
proposed within the County Subarea Plan area will be subject to the same development 
regulations regardless of the Proposed Project General Plan land use designation 
changes or zoning changes.  

S2-9 This comment reiterates information contained in the Draft SEIR pertaining to the co-
location of the PSR areas and the existing or proposed PAMA areas of the MSCP plans. 
This comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, 
therefore, no further response is required. 

S2-10 This comment lists those PSR area of particular concern to the commenter, but does 
not specifically list concerns for each area, but rather a general concern that these PSR 
areas are co-located with areas that could be conserved at some point in the future. 
Lands within the MSCP plan areas can be conserved in different ways including 
acquisition by a public agency, a land conservancy or other non-governmental 
organization, or land is set aside as mitigation when associated with a discretionary 
project approval. The Proposed Project does not preclude any of these actions to occur 
in the future. This comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft 
SEIR, therefore, no further response is required. 

S2-11 This comment correctly states that the MSCP North County planning efforts include 
identification of key movement linkages which serve to create a functional Preserve 
network. This comment also states the Department is particularly concerned about PSR 
areas located within the identified linkages. Section 2.4.3.4 of the Draft SEIR analyzes 
potential impacts to identified wildlife movement corridors and linkages. This 
comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, 
no further response is required. 
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S2-12 This comments states that County staff and representatives have stated to the Wildlife 

Agencies that the Conservation Subdivision Ordinance would require clustering of 
residential units to ensure conservation of PAMA. This comment further states the 
proposed density increases may result in the Conservation Subdivision Ordinance no 
longer being applicable or that conservation requirements would be reduced. The 
comment specifically references Analysis Areas CD14, FB2+, FB19+, FB21+, ME26, 
ME30A, NC3A, NC22, NC37, PP30, and SD15. 

  
 A Conservation Subdivision process is required in SR-10 and lower densities and is 

optional in higher densities. The retention of the Conservation Subdivision 
requirement, or lack thereof, was a major consideration in the development of 
alternative maps that were developed to address environmental impacts of the Proposed 
Project, and are analyzed in Chapter 4 of the Draft SEIR. This was also a major 
consideration in the evaluation of General Plan consistency for policies that apply to a 
“stand-alone” General Plan Amendment (GPA)/Rezone (with no development 
applications/proposals) and that were relied upon in the 2011 General Plan PEIR, which 
the Draft SEIR tiers from. This review of applicable General Plan policies by Analysis 
Area is provided in Section 2.9.3.2 of Chapter 2.9-Land Use and also in Section 4.2.1.9 
of Chapter 4-Alternatives (for review of applicable General Plan policies in relation to 
alternative maps). In particular, see the references to the Conservation Subdivision 
requirement implications in the reviews of Policies LU-6.2 and LU-2.3. 

  
 A Conservation Subdivision process would be required for the entire Analysis Area in 

both the Proposed and Alternative maps for the following Analysis Areas referenced 
in the comment:  FB19+, FB2+, ME26, and NC3A. For FB2+, ME30A, and PP30, a 
Conservation Subdivision process would be required for the entire Analysis Area in the 
Alternative map for each. For NC37, the Alternative map would retain the 
Conservation Subdivision requirement in the area of Draft PAMA. For CD14 and 
SD15, the Alternative maps would retain SR-10 or lower in the portions with the 
greatest wildlife corridor and sensitive habitat implications (northern and eastern 
portions of CD15; southern portion of SD15). 

 
 For Analysis Areas FB2+, FB21+, NC22, and PP30, the implications of proposed 

density increases per the Proposed Project maps in relation to sensitive habitats and 
wildlife corridors were critical considerations in the findings of General Plan Policy 
LU-6.2 (low density/intensity designations in areas with sensitive resources) 
inconsistencies for these Proposed Project maps. In the case of NC22, the Alternative 
map (which would also have a portion change from SR-10 to higher density) was also 
found to be inconsistent with this policy. Staff will not be recommending any map 
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options where General Plan inconsistencies have been found, and the Board of 
Supervisors would have to adopt findings of General Plan consistency for any map 
options they approve, even if they contradict the staff findings. 

  
S2-13 This comment states that proposed density increases which result in the Conservation 

Subdivision no longer being required have the potential to adversely affect assembling 
the Preserve within PAMA.  

 
 The Draft SEIR takes into consideration the increased density of development that 

could occur within PAMA/FCA lands with approval of the Proposed Project. Refer to 
Section 2.4.3.6, page 2.4-18 of the Draft SEIR for information on how the regulatory 
process works for development proposals within PAMA/FCAs. Conformance with the 
MSCP would be required for future development projects, regardless of the applicable 
General Plan land use designation. 

 
 See the response to comment S2-12 for information on how Conservation Subdivision 

requirement implications have played a major role in guiding the process of developing 
Alternative maps and in evaluating General Plan consistency for certain policies.   

  
S2-14 This comment claims that projects having potential to undermine MSCP planning 

efforts should have been specifically presented to Wildlife Agencies at monthly MSCP 
North County planning meetings with the County. The County does not agree with this 
statement as the commenter did not previously provide input on the Proposed Project 
during the NOP review period nor has the commenter requested the Project be 
discussed at meetings with the County. In addition to the monthly MSCP coordination 
meetings, 17 separate Interim Review/Batching meetings have been held between the 
County and the Wildlife Agencies since the NOP was issued. The commenter did not 
request the proposed Project be included as an agenda item. Thus, there has been ample 
opportunity for the commenter to request a presentation of the Proposed Project. This 
comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, 
no further response is required. 

S2-15 This comment makes a general statement that projects could seek individual 
agreements. This comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft 
SEIR, therefore, no further response is required. 

S2-16 This comment states the commenter is available to have project-specific discussions 
and recommends this occur in regular or additional meetings with the County. As 
discussed in Response to Comment S2-14, the commenter was notified of the Proposed 
Project through the NOP process and had numerous opportunities to request the Project 
be discussed at regularly occurring meetings with the County. This comment does not 
raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, no further response 
is required. 
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S2-17 This comment refers to the County extending blanket increases in density without 
specific analysis. The PSR GPA does proposes changes to existing General Plan land 
use designations that would increase densities; however, the PSR GPA cannot predict 
when and how future development will occur. The maximum potential development 
can be analyzed on a programmatic scale. Thus, a programmatic SEIR was prepared 
for this Project.    

S2-18 This comment suggests a specific analysis approach is more in line with the planning 
principles advocated by the County in their MSCP North County Plan stakeholder 
meetings.  As discussed in Response to Comment S2-17, the PSR GPA cannot predict 
when and how future development would occur. Also, the PSR GPA includes PSR 
areas located outside of the MSCP North County planning area. This comment does 
not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, no further 
response is required. 

S2-19 This comment recommends a final SEIR not be certified without providing a specific, 
robust analysis of each proposed zoning change. The PSR GPA/Rezone proposes to 
amend the General Plan land use designations and, when necessary for consistency, the 
associated zoning use regulations. The PSR GPA/Rezone cannot predict when and how 
future development will occur, therefore maximum potential development is analyzed 
on a programmatic scale. Future subdivision applications and/or Site Plan applications 
would be required for development at any of the proposed densities/intensities of the 
Proposed Project, within all of the areas covered by the project (in addition to grading 
permits and other potential discretionary applications, depending on the area). These 
are discretionary processes which would trigger CEQA review. When future 
development projects are proposed (for densities/intensities allowed under the GPA 
proposals) within areas covered by the proposed project, the proposed development 
footprint would be analyzed in relation to potential impacts to biological resources and 
potential edge effects. The future projects would have to meet requirements in the 
County’s Guidelines for Determining Significance – Biological Resources, the 
Resource Protection Ordinance (RPO), the Biological Mitigation Ordinance (BMO) 
where applicable, and the Habitat Loss Permit (HLP) where applicable, as referenced 
in mitigation measures Bio-1.5 and Bio-1.6 of the Draft SEIR. The SEIR is adequate 
and complies with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines.  

S2-20 This comment states best available sensitive species information should be used and 
requirements for subsequent surveys should be identified. Section 2.4.3.1 of the Draft 
SEIR analyzes potential direct and indirect impacts to special status plant and wildlife 
species at the programmatic level of analysis. As stated in response to comment O3-4 
and S2-19, future subdivision applications and/or Site Plan applications would be 
required for development in accordance with any approved density/intensity increases, 
within the areas covered by the Project. Presence (or the potential to occur) of sensitive 
species would require confirmation through site-specific biological resource surveys 
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and project level mitigation when future discretionary projects are proposed, as stated 
in Section 2.4.3.1 of the Draft SEIR.     

S2-21 This comment suggests information developed for the MSCP North and East County 
planning efforts could contribute the analysis in the Draft SEIR. See Response to 
Comment S2-20 above.   

S2-22 This comment recommends the No Project Alternative be selected for the SEIR. The 
County acknowledges the commenter’s recommendation.  

S2-23 This comment urges the County to recognize the MSCP planning efforts and not allow 
projects a path that could impact the potential to develop a functioning preserve. This 
comment does not raise concerns regarding the adequacy of the Draft SEIR, therefore, 
no further response is required. 
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